
Public Program – Friday November 25 

Speakers’ Biographies 
1. Opening Remarks and Traditional Welcome to the Land  

KIELMANN, Brad 
Brad is a legal counsel with McQuarrie Hunter LLP. His practice consists of commercial disputes 
and professional discipline proceedings. Prior to returning to private practice, Brad was a Crown 
Prosecutor for the BC Prosecution Service, prosecuting various Criminal Code offences. He has 
also served as an appellate adjudicator for WorkSafeBC.  
 
Over an eight-year period, he was a coach, risk manager and president of a local minor hockey 
association. He has also served as president of the Open Ice Foundation for five years, which 
provided underprivileged youth hockey players with development camps and registration fees to 
participate in minor hockey. Brad currently sits on the Governance Committee for BC Hockey, as 
well as on the Discipline and Ethics Committee for Softball BC.  
 
LINKLATER, Lyndon J. 
Lyndon J. Linklater is a traditional knowledge keeper and storyteller. He is Nehiyaw from 
Thunderchild First Nation (Plains Cree) in Treaty 6 and Anishinabe from Couchiching First Nation 
(Fort Francis, Ontario) in Treaty 3.  
 
Presently, Lyndon shares work with the Remai Modern Art Museum in Saskatoon as their 
Indigenous Relations Advisor providing advice to their board and staff and delivering cultural 
programming. He also works with many other organizations, institutions and agencies as a 
knowledge keeper. 
 
2. Update on SDRCC Activities  

ASSELIN, Marie-Claude 
Before joining the SDRCC in 2007, she was Manager of Education at the World Anti-Doping 
Agency and, from 1997 to 2002, held responsibilities in Games management, high performance 
services and athlete services at the Canadian Olympic Committee. She holds a master's degree 
in Physical Activity Sciences from Université Laval and an Executive Certificate in Conflict 
Management from the University of Windsor Law School. She completed, coached and officiated 
in various sports, from community to university levels. 
 
3. An Overview of the Office of the Sport Integrity Commissioner  

PELLETIER, Sarah-Ève 
Sarah-Ève Pelletier is a former national team athlete in the sport of artistic swimming with years 
of experience as a strategic, business and legal professional in the global sport industry. She holds 
a Master’s Degree from the University of California, Los Angeles, in Entertainment Law, Media 
Law and Policy, a Law Degree from Laval University, a Sport Law certificate from Montpellier I 
University and an MSC in International Business from the University of London, UK.  
 
Prior to being named Sport Integrity Commissioner, she was the Director, Sport Business & 
Sustainability at the Canadian Olympic Committee (COC). 

  



4. Review of Recent SDRCC Jurisprudence  

GREGORY, Russell  

Russell Q. Gregory, B.A., LL.B., Q.Arb, FCIArb., is on the Sask Sport Case Manager Roster, has 
acted as counsel and panel in Anti Doping, harassment, carding and selection cases. Currently 
living in Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan, Russ is a director of ADRSK, past founding director of an 
NSO and past member of the Legal Commission/Director/Officer of the IFSS. 
 
PETERSON, Gord  

A lawyer in London, Ontario, Gord has been a Med/Arb member of the SDRCC roster of Mediators 
and Arbitrators since 2011. He has adjudicated numerous disputes and appeals in sport and has 
served as a tribunal member for the international aquatic federation (FINA) on both its Disciplinary 
Committee and its Doping Panel. Prior to becoming a Med/Arb member with the SDRCC, Gord 
was instrumental in the establishment of the SDRCC in 2003, chairing its Implementation 
Committee and serving as a founding member on the SDRCC Board. 
 
5a. Mediating with Parties who Refuse to Be in the Same Room  

PANKO, Charmaine  

Charmaine Panko practices in the field of conflict resolution as a collaborative lawyer, mediator, 
arbitrator, and trainer. Charmaine has assisted in the resolution of legal disputes of all types from 
corporate/commercial to family and estates matters.  She uses a common sense approach to legal 
disputes focusing on the needs and interests of the parties.  Her approach is informative and client 
centered presenting win-win options for those in the midst of a legal dispute. Charmaine has a 
passion for legal education and is a sessional lecturer for the College of Law at the University of 
Saskatchewan.  
 
5b. Writing the Right Way: How to Tackle Sensitive Topics in Your Awards 

SANKAR-PERALTA, Nadini  

Nadini Sankar-Peralta is a member of the SDRCC’s Mediation and Arbitration rosters. She has 
worked in both federal and provincial governments advising on various ministry policies and 
conducting negotiations on land claims, government resources and health care, to name a few. 
Nadini is a qualified, multi-lingual, accredited mediator in good standing with the ADR Institute of 
Canada/Ontario and the Ontario Association of Family Mediation. 
 
PALAMAR, Jeffrey 

Jeff Palamar is a long-time partner at Taylor McCaffrey, and has been recognized by his peers 
around Canada for his expertise in labour and employment law. He also practices in the areas of 
sports law and dispute resolution, and often serves as an arbitrator in labour and employment 
cases, as well as those dealing with disputes in sport. He has been chosen to act as 
Ombudsperson with the Canadian Paralympic Team. He formerly served as the Chair of the Board 
for Sport Manitoba, and is an arbitrator on the roster of the Sport Dispute Resolution Centre of 
Canada.  

 

 



 

6.  Mediating in the Presence of Trauma: Preserving Community in Safe Sport Conflicts  

DAITCH, Sarah  

Sarah Daitch is a Chartered mediator, facilitator and collaborative process designer. Originally 
from Fort Smith, NWT, she is the founder of Daitch & Associates. Sarah has delivered on 
mandates in Canada, the US, Europe and Latin America – focused on social, environmental, 
cultural and natural resource issues for sub national and national governments, for the United 
Nations Development Programme, for tribal governments and NGOs. Sarah is a former Canadian 
national cross country ski team athlete and serves on the Board of Directors of Nordiq Canada. 
She and a member of the mediator - facilitator roster for several organizations, including the 
Ontario Energy Board, and the Sport Dispute Resolution Centre of Canada.  
 
BENNETT, David  

David Bennett has a bilingual mediation and dispute resolution practice specializing in mediating, 
investigating and adjudicating sports, human rights, aboriginal rights, employment, and cannabis 
issues. He is a roster mediator and arbitrator with the SDRCC and on the mediation roster for the 
CAS. In 2018 David conducted an Independent Review of Coaching Culture for Wrestling Canada 
Lutte. For twelve years, he was the Alternate Discrimination and Harassment Counsel for the Law 
Society of Upper Canada, an informal quasi-ombudsman role to resolve discrimination and 
harassment complaints against lawyers and paralegals. He has also been a mediator with the 
Ontario Superior Court of Justice Mandatory Mediation Program (Ottawa and Toronto), and an 
adjudicator for Indian Residential School cases.  
 
GODIN, Paul  

Paul Godin B.A, B.Sc., LL.B., C.Med. is the principal of Katalyst Resolutions, with expertise in 
mediation, negotiation, investigations, conflict management systems, and workplace 
restoration/coaching. Paul is a highly experienced mediator, and negotiation and conflict resolution 
trainer. Based in Victoria, he operates globally, both in-person and remotely. Paul is a roster 
mediator with many dispute resolution panels, including the Court of Arbitration for Sport and the 
Sport Dispute Resolution Centre of Canada. 
 
MARCHANT, Lanni   

Lanni Marchant represented Canada at the 2016 Olympic Games in Rio, competing in both the 
10,000 metres and marathon events. A five-time Canadian Champion, Lanni is the former 
Canadian record holder for the marathon and half-marathon and was a bronze medalist at the 
2015 Pan American Games. 
 
Lanni is now a licensed criminal defense attorney in the State of Tennessee and was admitted to 
the Eastern District of Tennessee Federal Court. Currently, Lanni is an attorney at Speek, Webb, 
Turner & Newkirk in Chattanooga, Tennessee, where she is responsible for all criminal appeal 
cases in state and federal courts of appeal. An advocate for women in sport, Lanni testified at the 
House of Commons Heritage Committee on Women in Sport in 2016. She currently serves as a 
member of AthletesCAN’s Safe Sport Working Group. 
 
 
 
 

http://daitchassociates.ca/


 
7a. Shifting trends in Canadian law for assessing sexual harassment  

DONOVAN, Larissa 

Larissa Donovan is a lawyer, mediator and workplace investigator in Ontario. Larissa has a degree 
in Gender Studies and focused her research on human rights law and public interest advocacy in 
law school. She holds certificates in Advanced Mediation Skills from the Mediation Centre of 
Southeastern Ontario and in Sexual and Gender Diversity from Queen’s University. In her work as 
an investigator, she has significant experience with allegations of harassment, sexual harassment 
and discrimination. Larissa is also a founding board member for Dandelion Initiative, a non-profit 
organization for survivors of sexual violence that also provides resources and training on gender-
based violence for a variety of industries.  
 
7b. The SDRCC WAMP: Bridging the Diversity Gap and Increasing the Appointment of Women 
Arbitrators 

SOUBLIÈRE, Janie 

Janie is a Sports Lawyer (Ontario Bar) actively working in anti-doping, safeguarding, anti-
corruption, investigations, governance and policy review, among others. A Chartered Arbitrator, 
she sits on the following sport dispute resolution panels: CAS, International Tennis Integrity 
Agency, World Athletics, Sport Resolutions, Ultimate Fighting Championship, Zwift and the 
SDRCC. 
 
PAULSEN, Tiffany M. 

Tiffany M. Paulsen K.C. was called to the bar in 1999, is a partner with Robertson Stromberg and 
primarily practices in the area of family law. Tiffany is also a qualified Arbitrator and Mediator and 
regularly conducts arbitrations in the areas of family, employment and professional regulation. 
Tiffany is also a former City Councillor and Deputy Mayor of Saskatoon. In 2009, Tiffany was 
appointed King’s Counsel by Saskatchewan’s Minister of Justice (one of the fastest, and youngest, 
appointments in the province’s history). Tiffany is currently a Bencher with the Law Society of 
Saskatchewan, recently received the CBA Distinguished Service Award and has been named one 
of the ten most influential women in Saskatchewan. 
 
7c. Indigenous Cultural Approaches to Dispute Resolution  

SHERRY-KIRK, Laurie 

Laurie is a member of Six Nations Grand River Territory. She holds a Chartered Mediator’s 
designation with the ADR Institute of Canada and is a PhD candidate in the School of Social work 
at McMaster University. As a national scholar she has won multiple awards including a Joseph-
Armand Bombardier for her master’s research as well as a fellowship with the Canadian Social 
Science and Humanities Research Counsel for her doctoral study that explores the ways in which 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous people enter an ethical space of engagement while participating 
in an Indigenous trauma informed dispute resolution circle. Her research interests include, 
understanding how racism and inequity are re-enforced through the enactment policy, Truth and 
reconciliation and treaty relationships, and the reconciliatory role that Indigenous trauma informed 
mediation practices can contribute to re-establishing trusting relations between Indigenous 
peoples and the rest of Canada. 


